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Michael Simkins' immensely charming stage adaptation of Dear Lupin, the witty and touching collection of letters from a
father to his son that became a huge bestseller, winner of The Sunday Times Humour Book of the Year. Roger
Mortimer's hilarious, touching, and always generous letters to his son, Charlie, are packed with crisp anecdotes and
sharp observations. Spanning twenty-five years, their correspondence forms a memoir of their relationship, and an
affectionate portrait of a time gone by. Dear Lupin was adapted for the stage by best-selling author and actor Michael
Simkins, revealing many more undocumented stories of the trials and tribulations of Charlie's youth and adulthood. The
play toured the UK in 2015, before a run in the West End at the Apollo Theatre, starring real-life father and son James
Fox and Jack Fox.
As a boy, Michael Simkins always wanted to be someone. While his friends were out getting laid and stoned, he was
tucked up at home dreaming of his name in lights, of holding an audience rapt, of perhaps becoming a TV heart-throb, or
having someone, anyone, ask for his autograph in the supermarket. This is the true story of an obsessive pursuit of
acting fame. It is a life marked by occasional hard-fought successes and routine helpings of ritual humiliation: scout hut
Gilbert and Sullivan, dodgy rock operas, sewage farm theatre workshop, Christmas panto hell, straight-to-video film flops,
leading roles in Crimewatch reconstructions and dressing up as a chicken to advertise TV dinners. It is a hilarious tale of
turgid theatre, tights, trusses and tonsil tennis with Timothy Spall.
This international bestseller is an “enormously entertaining” boyhood memoir by the British actor and comedian (The
New York Times). Since his PBS television debut in Blackadder, multitalented writer, actor, and comedian Stephen Fry
has earned many fans with his idiosyncratic wit. In this memoir, a number-one bestseller in Britain, he shares the story of
his youthful years in his typical frank, funny style. Sent to boarding school at the age of seven, he survived beatings,
misery, love affairs, carnal violation, expulsion, attempted suicide, and criminal conviction to emerge—at the age of
eighteen—ready to start over in a world in which he had always felt a stranger. One of very few Cambridge University
graduates to have been imprisoned prior to his freshman year, Fry is “one of the great originals . . . That so much
outward charm, self-awareness and intellect should exist alongside behavior that threatened to ruin the lives of the
innocent victims, noble parents and Fry himself, gives the book a tragic grandeur that lifts it to classic status” (Financial
Times).
Winner of the Rugby Book of the Year award at the British Sports Book Awards 2012 Alastair Hignell is renowned as a
rugby international for England, a county cricketer and a much-loved broadcaster. Forced to retire from his playing
careers at an early age due to injury, and then from his broadcasting career when his struggle with MS became too
overwhelming, he has nonetheless lived life to the full. Higgy tells his inspirational story with warmth and humour - from
growing up as a bright and very competitive young lad, on to his successful Cambridge university days where he was the
first person to captain both the rugby and cricket first teams, through his playing careers against and alongside some of
the all-time greats in both sports, and a prominent broadcasting career that took him around the world to cover some of
the biggest sporting events and characters. All this success was brought into sharp relief by his diagnosis with MS, which
eventually forced his retirement from broadcasting but also prompted him to become one of the leading campaigners for
those suffering from the disease. Higgy's has been a tough journey, and his story is a fascinating example of strength
and determination when faced with adversity. Appealing to a broad range of sports fans, this story is about setbacks and
triumphs, about making the shift from the athletic struggles of sport to the struggle of performing everyday tasks. It's the
genuine and emotional story of how a highly successful sportsman faced up to a devastating illness and became one of
the most inspiring personalities of our age.
Survey of the visual arts during the period from 1960 to 1994.
Masculine assertions, whether of verbal command, political power or physical violence, have formed the traditional
subject matter of history. This volume combines current discussions in sexual politics with historical analysis to
demonstrate that, far from being natural and monolithic, masculinity is an historical and cultural construct, with varied,
competing and above all changing forms.
More than twenty thousand quotations from every era and location are combined in a comprehensive reference that also encompasses
details of the earliest traceable source, birth and death dates, and career briefs for each entry, as well as a thematic and k
The famous creator of Winnie-the-Pooh was a gifted author, who contributed major works to almost every form of literary genre. From
beloved children’s classics to murder mysteries; from theatrical masterpieces to satirical essays; from emotive war poetry to learned critical
analysis and philosophical debate — A. A. Milne produced an extraordinary body of works, leaving no doubt as to the impressive scope of his
literary achievements. For the first time in publishing history, this eBook presents Milne’s complete fictional works, with numerous
illustrations, many rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images
relating to Milne’s life and works * Concise introductions to the novels and other texts * All the novels, with individual contents tables * The
complete Winnie-the-Pooh books * The rare children’s book ‘A Gallery of Children’, fully illustrated * Features the short story collection ‘The
Secret and Other Stories’, appearing for the first time in digital publishing * Images of how the books were first published, giving your
eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare poetry collections available in no other collection * Includes
Milne’s complete non-fiction, including his seminal works ‘Peace with Honour’ and ‘War with Honour’ — digitised here for the first time * 21
plays, including ‘Toad of Toad Hall’, Milne’s adaptation of ‘The Wind in the Willows’ * Features Milne’s autobiography – discover his
literary life * Ordering of texts into chronological order and genres Please note: E. H. Shepard’s Winnie-the-Pooh illustrations remain in
copyright and so sadly cannot appear in the eBook (release date 2027). CONTENTS: The Novels Once on a Time (1917) Mr. Pim (1921) The
Red House Mystery (1922) Two People (1931) Chloe Marr (1946) The Children’s Books When We Were Very Young (1924) A Gallery of
Children (1925) Winnie-the-Pooh (1926) Now We Are Six (1927) The House at Pooh Corner (1928) The Short Story Collections Lovers in
London (1905) The Secret and Other Stories (1929) The Birthday Party (1948) A Table near the Band (1950) The Plays Wurzel-Flummery
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(1917) Belinda (1918) The Boy Comes Home (1918) Make-Believe (1918) The Camberley Triangle (1919) Mr. Pim Passes By (1919) The
Red Feathers (1920) The Romantic Age (1920) The Stepmother (1920) The Truth about Blayds (1920) The Great Broxopp (1921) The Dover
Road (1921) The Lucky One (1922) Success (1923) Ariadne (1924) The Man in the Bowler Hat (1924) To Have the Honour (1924) Portrait of
a Gentleman in Slippers (1926) The Ivory Door (1929) Toad of Toad Hall (1929) The Ugly Duckling (1941) The Poetry Collections For the
Luncheon Interval (1925) Behind the Lines (1940) The Norman Church (1948) The Non-Fiction The Day’s Play (1910) Introduction to ‘The
Chronicles of Clovis’ by Saki (1911) The Holiday Round (1912) Once a Week (1914) Not That It Matters (1919) If I May (1920) The Sunny
Side (1921) By Way of Introduction (1929) Peace with Honour (1934) War with Honour (1940) Year In, Year Out (1952) The Autobiography
It’s Too Late Now (1939) Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a
Parts Edition of individual eBooks
Outstanding Academic Title 2005 - Choice Magazine The period between the two world wars was crucial in the history of homosexuality in
Europe. It was then that homosexuality first came out into the light of day. Just crawling out from under the Victorian blanket, Europe was
devastated by a gruesome war that consumed the flower of its youth. Tamagne examines the currents of nostalgia and yearning, euphoria,
rebellion, and exploration in the postwar era, and the bonds forged at school and on the battlefront, in a scholarly treatise charting the early
days of the homosexual and lesbian scene. Berlin became the capital of the new culture, and the center of a political movement seeking
rights and protections for what we now call gays and lesbians. In England, the struggle was brisk to undermine the structures and strictures of
Victorianism; whereas in France (which was more tolerant, over all), homosexuality remained more subtle and nonmilitant. However, the
social and political backlash soon became apparent, first of all in Germany. More conservative attitudes arrested the evolution of the new
mores, and it was not until the 1960s that the new wave of the sexual revolution once again swept the continent. Tamagne's work outlines the
long and arduous journey from the shadows toward acceptability as the homosexual and lesbian community sets out to find a new legitimacy
at various levels of society. She weaves together cultural references from literature, songs and theater, news stories and private
correspondence, police reports and government documents to give a rounded picture of the evolving scene. * "The first volume argues that
homosexuality, a 'high culture' sort, enjoyed a golden ageconsequent upon the Great War's liberalization of morals. In volume 2, reaction and
repression march through the 1930s. [...] A lively read. Highly recommended." - CHOICE Magazine * Florence Tamagne holds a PhD from
the prestigious Institute of Political Studies in Paris, France. This is her second book tracing the evolution of homosexuality in Europe.
Often politically incorrect, and told with humour, affection and a determination never to bow to injustices, major or minor, from either side of
the political spectrum, Roger Dunlop's account of his life is a delight.
In this volume, contributors present narratives and explore the way they influence the perception of the past. While acknowledging the debate
about the validity of qualitative research based on narratives, this volume aims to illuminate how truth and evidence form part of a much wider
debate on the representation of history. The volume includes the work of historians but the interdisciplinary nature of the contributions shows
that the validity debate also applies to the broader fields of cultural studies, sociology, and other social sciences. The distinction between
memory and testimony is a crucial theme. Memory, though selective, is the basis of testimony. Testimony provides an audience with
information that becomes evidence of what was seen or experienced. Such evidence can form the basis of legal truth. Nanci Adler and Selma
Leydesdorff divide the volume into three core sections: Official Testimony and Other "Facts and Evidence"; The Creation of New History and
the Integration of Collective Memory in the Story of One’s Self; and Claims Based on Narratives vs. Official History. After a comprehensive
introduction by the editors, the volume offers twelve essays by leading scholars. This work is a new offering in Transaction’s acclaimed
Memory and Narrative series.
The Last Flannelled FoolMy small part in English cricket's demise and its large part in mineRandom House
This carefully crafted ebook: "E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM Ultimate Collection: 72 Novels & 100+ Short Stories in One Volume (Illustrated)" is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Table of Contents: NOVELS The Great Impersonation The
Double Traitor The Yellow House The Black Box The Devil's Paw A Maker Of History The New Tenant Mr. Grex Of Monte Carlo A Monk Of
Cruta The Cinema Murder A Modern Prometheus Berenice The Box With Broken Seals Expiation The Ghosts Of Society The Yellow Crayon
The Golden Beast The Peer And The Woman To Win The Love He Sought False Evidence Mr. Marx's Secret The Great Secret The Double
Life Of Mr Alfred Burton The Amazing Judgment The Postmaster Of Market Deignton Mysterious Mr. Sabin A Millionaire Of Yesterday The
World's Great Snare Enoch Strone; Or Master Of Men The Great Awakening; Or A Sleeping Memory The Survivor The Traitor A Prince Of
Sinners Anna The Adventuress The Master Mummer The Betrayal The Malefactor A Lost Leader . . . SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS Peter
Ruff And The Double Four Michael's Evil Deeds False Gods The Money-Spider The Girl From Manchester The Road To Liberty One
Luckless Hour One Shall Be Taken A Prince Of Gamblers The Little Grey Lady The Restless Traveller The Three Thieves The Amazing
Partnership As Far As They Had Got "Darton's Successor" The Outcast The Reformation of Circe Master Of Men The Two Ambassadors The
Sovereign In The Gutter John Garland—The Deliverer The Subjection Of Louise The Turning Wheel Mr. Hardrow's Secretary The Perfidy Of
Henry Midgley The Prince Of Crersa First Of The Fools The Great Fortuna Mine The Hundredth Night An Amiable Charlatan; Or The Game
Of Liberty Quits ... E. Phillips Oppenheim, the Prince of Storytellers (1866-1946) was an internationally renowned author of mystery and
espionage thrillers. His novels and short stories have all the elements of blood-racing adventure and intrigue and are precursors of modern-
day spy fictions.
This collection of revealing profiles captures the essence of a galaxy of Welsh world-beaters from across the sporting spectrum: athletics,
boxing, cricket, football, golf, horse racing, motor racing, rugby union, rugby league and tennis. Those featured include arguably the best
Welsh rugby union player of the twentieth century; the greatest bowler never to play for England; the farmer's boy who became a master
golfer; the Cardiff boy from Splott who made such a name for himself in Hull that they named a thoroughfare after him; the 'Gentle Giant' from
Swansea still revered in Italy some 50 years after his last match for Juventus; the only post-war Welsh jockey to win the Grand National
twice; and the unsung hero from the Rhondda who became the saviour of Manchester United in the weeks after the Munich air disaster. Their
stories, based on exclusive interviews and coloured with anecdotes, will inspire future generations to believe that nothing is impossible.
An unprecedented examination of the ways in which the uninhibited urban sexuality, sexual experimentation, and medical advances of pre-
Weimar Berlin created and molded our modern understanding of sexual orientation and gay identity. Known already in the 1850s for the
friendly company of its “warm brothers” (German slang for men who love other men), Berlin, before the turn of the twentieth century, became
a place where scholars, activists, and medical professionals could explore and begin to educate both themselves and Europe about new and
emerging sexual identities. From Karl Heinrich Ulrichs, a German activist described by some as the first openly gay man, to the world of
Berlin's vast homosexual subcultures, to a major sex scandal that enraptured the daily newspapers and shook the court of Emperor William
II—and on through some of the very first sex reassignment surgeries—Robert Beachyuncovers the long-forgotten events and characters that
continue to shape and influence the way we think of sexuality today. Chapter by chapter Beachy's scholarship illuminates forgotten firsts,
including the life and work of Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld, first to claim (in 1896) that same-sex desire is an immutable, biologically determined
characteristic, and founder of the Institute for Sexual Science. Though raided and closed down by the Nazis in 1933, the institute served as,
among other things, “a veritable incubator for the science of tran-sexuality,” scene of one of the world's first sex reassignment surgeries.
Fascinating, surprising, and informative—Gay Berlin is certain to be counted as a foundational cultural examination of human sexuality. From
the Hardcover edition.
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Though happy enough with his lot, Michael Simkins has never truly shaken the nagging doubt - helpfully upheld by his partner Julia - that he
somehow lacks worldly sophistication. While she spent her teenage years as a nanny on a boat moored at Cannes, his utter lack of travel
experience (Weymouth, Cleethorpes and a day trip to Dieppe) still has the power to shock people into leaving dinner parties early. So as he
hits middle-age, Michael takes up the challenge of broadening his horizons. He decides to improve himself in the same way English
gentlemen lacking refined edges have for centuries: by learning from our more cultured French neighbours. Michael, an English provincial
ingénue, sets off to discover just what the Gallic nation can teach him and the rest of us Anglo-Saxons about living the good life. Armed only
with 50 Useful Phrases in French, he waits to see if his odyssey from La Manche to the Riviera will finally turn him from the scotch-egg eating
spawn of Anne Widdecombe and John McCririck into the champagne-sipping love child of Serge Gainsbourg and Catherine Deneuve. Julia is
saying a prayer for him at Lourdes.
"Tim" (1891) is a delicate portrayal of a sensitive boy's devoted affection for an older boy-a very touching story of a tender and self-forgetful
character. --- Howard Overing Sturgis (1855-1920) was an English writer, the author of only three novels: "All That Was Possible," "Tim," and
"Belchamber." He attended Eton College, where some of the scenes in "Tim" take place. He was an intimate friend of Henry James. --- "My
dearest of all Howards, I long so for news of you that nothing but this act of aggression will serve, and that even though I know (none better!)
what a heavy, not to say intolerable overburdening of illness is the request that those even too afflicted to feed themselves shall feed the post
with vivid accounts of themselves. But though I don't in the least imagine that you are not feeding yourself (I hope very regularly and daintily, )
this is all the same an irresistible surrender to sentiments of which you are the loved object-downright crude affection, fond interest,
uncontrollable yearning. Look you, it isn't a request for anything, even though I languish in the vague-it's just a renewed "declaration"-of
dispositions long, I trust familiar to you and which my uncertainty itself makes me want, for my relief, to reiterate..." (Henry James to Howard
Sturgis, Sept. 2nd, 1913)
This book is the first to focus on the relationship between tourism and cricket. The pattern of cricket as a sport and as a tourist attraction is
highly dynamic. This volume examines how cricket as a participant and spectator sport generates diverse tourism to both major and
peripheral locations. It looks at the ways in which cricket's extended duration (compared to other sports) creates a different dynamic in terms
of visitor-host interaction. It also considers how following cricket as a tourist and a participant causes exposure to unique pressures and
results in unique behaviour. The book will appeal to researchers, students and teachers in tourism, sport and leisure.
Republished to coincide with the new ITV film, My Boy Jack? starring Daniel Radcliffe, this is the full account of the tragic
life of John 'Jack' Kipling. On 27th September 1915 John Kipling, the only son of Britain's best loved poet, disappeared
during the Battle of Loos. The body lay undiscovered for 77 years. Then, in a most unusual move, the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission (CWGC) re-marked the grave of an unknown Lieutenant of the Irish Guards, as that of John
Kipling. There is considerable evidence that John's grave has been wrongly identified and for the first time in this book,
the authors name the soldier they believe is buried in 'John's grave'. This is the first biography of John's short life,
analysing the devastating effect it had on his famous father's work.
Many heroes emerged during the First World War, but only one man was twice awarded the Victoria Cross during that
conflict. This was Captain Noel Godfrey Chavasse, serving in the Royal Army Medical Corps as Medical Officer to the
10th Battalion, the King’s (Liverpool Regiment) - the Liverpool Scottish. The author has unearthed a forgotten archive of
his letters from the Front and been allowed access to the Chavasse family correspondence, photographs and other
documents. The result is a fascinating study of a man who, while typical in almost every way of the Victorian/Edwardian
middle class stands out for his simple courage and unflinching devotion to duty. This is a deeply moving story about a
modest but heroic man seen against the background of his devoted family and the grim realities of the First World War.
In this "rousing mystery" (Booklist), Gentleman Detective Carolus Deene, the schoolmaster created by Bruce and
featured in so many of his other books, has his work cut out for him . A respectable solicitor has vanished into thin air in
the remote village of Hallows End. Deene senses foul play, and when he goes on the hunt for the missing lawyer, the
wealthy client himself suffers a heart attack in what proves to be too much of a coincidence for Deene. Deene ferrets out
the culprits in his own inimitable style. Julian Symons of the Sunday Times has said of this series, "Mr. Leo Bruce is one
of the few criminal practitioners who keep the tattered old flag of pure detection flying high."
Michael Simkins is the ultimate Sunday cricketer - passionate, obsessive, technically inept, and hopelessly deluded.
When an injury rules him out of an entire season, not only might it spell the end of his long career, he is faced more
immediately with a summer aimlessly wandering garden centres and listening to The Archers. He decides instead to set
off on an odyssey across the counties of England in search of that golden time in his youth when his passion for the
game was first kindled. It's a journey that begins in May in light drizzle at the birthplace of cricket, takes in the burial site
of his favourite ground (now a Marks & Spencer) and even stops along the way to flirt with the love child of WG Grace
and Kerry Katona that is Twenty20. It ends with the ultimate cricketing zenith - returning to the field of play to bowl an
over to Freddie Flintoff in fading light in front of a capacity crowd. So can cricket still bring comfort and meaning to his life
or is Old Father Time about to call for Michael's bails?
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation" focuses on the coming of age of Amory Blaine, a handsome, wealthy Princeton
student. Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate, spectacular success. Note.
A light-hearted exploration of what it means to live a Christian life in the modern world.
When Theatres of Memory was first published in 1994, it transformed the debate about what is to be considered history
and questioned the role of “heritage” that lies at the heart of every Western nation’s obsession with the past. Today, in
the age of Downton Abbey and Mad Men, we are once again conjuring historical fictions to make sense of our everyday
lives. In this remarkable book, Samuel looks at the many different ways we use the “unofficial knowledge” of the past.
Considering such varied areas as the fashion for “retrofitting,” the rise of family history, the joys of collecting old
photographs, the allure of reenactment societies and televised adaptations of Dickens, Samuel transforms our
understanding of the uses of history. He shows us that history is a living practice, something constantly being reassessed
in the world around us.
The Cambridge History of the English Novel chronicles an ever-changing and developing body of fiction across three
centuries. An interwoven narrative of the novel's progress unfolds in more than fifty chapters, charting continuities and
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innovations of structure, tracing lines of influence in terms of themes and techniques, and showing how greater and
lesser authors shape the genre. Pushing beyond the usual period-centered boundaries, the History's emphasis on form
reveals the range and depth the novel has achieved in English. This book will be indispensable for research libraries and
scholars, but is accessibly written for students. Authoritative, bold and clear, the History raises multiple useful questions
for future visions of the invention and re-invention of the novel.
As for me, I had rooms at first in Jermyn Street, then chambers in the Inner TempleÑmy father, who had been Chairman
of Quarter Sessions, holding the opinion that I ought to read for the Bar, that I might be better qualified in due time to deal
out local justice down in Warwickshire. I read a little, played cricket a good deal, stuck out three or four London Seasons,
travelled a bit, shot a bit in East Africa (Oh, I forgot to say I'd put in a year in the South African War); climbed a bit, in
Switzerland, and afterwards in the Himalayas; come home to write a paper for the Geographical Society; got bitten with
Socialism and certain Fabian notions, and put in some time with an East-End Settlement besides attending many
crowded and unsavoury public meetings to urge what was vaguely known as Betterment. When I took courage and made
a clean breast of my new opinions to my father, the old man answered very composedly that he too had been a Radical
in his time, and had come out of it all right. É By all means let me go on with my spouting: capital practice for public life:
hoped I should take my place one of these days in the County Council at home: wouldn't even mind seeing me in
Parliament, etc.Ñall with the wise calm of one who has passed his three-score years and ten, found the world good,
made it a little better, hunted his own harriers and learnt, long since, every way in which hares run. So I returned and
somehow found myself pledged to compete as a Progressive for the next London County CouncilÑfor a constituency
down Bethnal Green way. In all this, you see, my orbit and Foe's wouldn't often intersect. But we dined together on
birthdays and other occasions. One year I took him down to the Derby, on the ground that it was part of a liberal
education. In the paddock he nodded at a horse in blinkers and said, "What's the matter with that fellow?" "St. Amant,"
said I, and began to explain why Hayhoe had put blinkers on him. "Where does he stand in the betting?" asked Foe.
"Why, man," said I, "at 5 to 1. You can't risk good money on a horse of that temper. I've put mine on the French horse
over thereÑGouvernantÑeasy favouriteÑ7 to 4 on." "Oh," said he, in a silly sort of way, "I thought St. Amant might be
your French horseÑit's a French name isn't it?É As for your Gouvernant, I advise you to run for your life and hedge: the
animal is working up for a stage fright. A touch more and he's dished before the flag drops. Now, whether the blinkers
have done it or not, that St. Amant is firm as a rock." "How the devilÑ" I began. "That's a fine horse, too, over yonder," he
said, pointing one out with his umbrella. "John o' Gaunt," said I: "ran second to St. Amant for the Guineas, and second to
Henry the First in the Newmarket, with St. Amant third. The running has been all in-and-out this season. But how the
devil you spotted him, when I didn't know you could tell a horse's head from his sternÑ" "I don't profess to much more,"
said Foe; "but it's my job to read an animal's eye, and what he's fit for by the quiver under his skin. Now, I'd only a
glimpse of St. Amant's eye, across his blinkers, and your John o' Gaunt is a stout oneÑinclined, you tell me, to run in
second place. But if your money's on Gouvernant, hurry while there's time and set it right. If you've thirty seconds to
spare when you've done that," he added, "you may put up a tenner for me on St. AmantÑbut don't bother. Your book may
want some arranging."
A fat boy with a passion for sweets and a loathing for games, the young Michael Simkins finds in cricket a sport where
size doesn't necessarily matter and a full-blown obsession is born. Now in middle-age, he still harbours the somewhat
deluded belief that the England middle-order might usefully benefit from his hard-earned skills. From impromptu Test
series played with his dad in the family sweetshop through to his years running a team of dysfunctional inadequates,
Fatty Batter is the bestselling and hilarious story of one man's life lived through cricket.
"Mandarin Wu is a doting father to his beautiful daughter Nang Ping who falls in love with a dashing British visitor to
China, Basil Gregory. Basil informs Nang Ping that he must return to Britain with his family, but she surprises him with the
revelation that she carries his child. Wu learns of his daughter's dishonor and lets the ancient laws of China lead him
relentlessly toward tragedy." -- Adapted from Yesterdaysgallery.com.
A British financier and his wife host a lavish dinner party for their affluent American friends. It’s over a year since the two
couples were together and they have plenty to talk about. The food is delicious, the conversation animated and dessert is
on its way – when, from one second to another, the evening takes a sinister and alarming turn.
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